2229 TRAILER NU-CLEAN

TRUCK&TRAILERCLEANER
PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET
BE GREAT! . . . . BE DISTINCTIVE!

Description:
2229 TRAILER NU-CLEAN will brighten aluminum and remove road
film without the negative hazards associated with hydrofluoric acids and brighteners. 2229
TRAILER NU-CLEAN will clean painted and non-painted trailer panels, wheels, tanks, and
other hard to clean areas of trailers for the transportation industry. When used properly, will not
harm paints and stainless*.
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Features:
 Strong non-HF acid-base cleaning formula
 Fast acting and removes road film and oxidation
 Concentrated formulation



Benefits:
 Cleans and brightens in one easy step
 No heavy scrubbing necessary
 Very economical per use cost



Use for:
 Painted, non-painted, and stainless trailers *
 Wheel and tire cleaner
 Over-the-Road and Off Road vehicles



How to use:
 * Test before using to ensure compatibility
 WARNING: Contains a mixture of fluorides and acids. This product will cause
irreparable eye and skin damage. Read the product label thoroughly before using.
Consult SDS for complete safety information before using. Always wear protective
gloves, apron, and goggles when using this product.
 Dilute one part STANDOUT with 40 to 100 parts of water for pressure washers.
 Apply diluted solution to surface with pressure spray beginning at the bottom of the
surface and working your way up.
 If being used through a drive through trailer wash product will be applied to all surfaces
at the same time.
 Allow dwell time of 10 to 30 seconds before rinsing with clear water



Tech Tip:
 This product will etch glass and mirrors.
READ AND UNDERSTAND SDS BEFORE USING

NPE
FREE

 Order by these numbers:
This product contains
NO PHOSPHATES

22293 quart
22294 gallon
2229S 5 gallon square
22296 30 gallon drum
22297 55 gallon drum
2229P Product Information Sheet

QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR PROFESSIONAL DETAILERS AND CAR WASH OPERATORS WORLDWIDE
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